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This platform was created as a result of long term research on the topic
of Migration crisis and humanitarian material aid within the master project
with the title Design with the social impact at Academy of Arts, Architecture and Design in Prague, 2019.
Response to the consequences of massive consumer behaviour and its
indifference towards society and environment in the last half century.
Migration crisis and humanitarian material aid within the clothing industry.
Deadstock products and its destruciong rather than donation for charitable
or humanitarian purposes.
Break the indifference in the society towards solidarity result of long term
research of Migration crisis topic during master project in Fashion design
studio at Academy of Arts, Architercture and Design in Prague.
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indifference towards society and environment in the last half century.
Migration crisis and humanitarian material aid within the clothing industry.
Deadstock products and its destruciong rather than donation for charitable
or humanitarian purposes.
Break the indifference in the society towards solidarity result of long term
research of Migration crisis topic during master project in Fashion design
thirty years is not easy. We should think about responsibility and true
mission of design. As a designers, I strongly believe that is important
to react and use our abilities, imagination, ideas and creativity to contribute for better tomorrows. This is actually true for any kind of profession.
Eventually, underwear was considered a very insufficient piece of garment,
mainly because of intimacy and hygienic connected issues. In case of
donated pieces is usually problem with inappropriate shape, material, type
and eventually colour.
Finding out this facts, my next step was to define a ideal underwear piece.
And if this underwear already exists, but the only problem is the distribution, what can be the solution?
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HOW IT WORKS

This platform was founded to strenghten communication and cooperation
between NGO’s, companies and public. So in case of emergency or any
kind of crisis the response will be much more quicker and steady.
What we are doing is that we contact companies, who produce things of
dignity and we ask them for donation or any kind of contribution they can
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HOW IT WORKS
This platform was founded to strenghten communication and cooperation
between NGO’s, companies and public. So in case of emergency or any
kind of crisis the response will be much more quicker and steady.
What we are doing is that we contact companies, who produce things of
dignity and we ask them for donation or any kind of contribution they can
make. First question is, if they can donate needy products for free, either
one-off or regularly or either new or second quality products. In case they
cannot donate products for free, we are trying to find another solution between them and non-profits. It can be special price and other possibilities
in terms and conditions regarding the purpose of the purchase.

HOW TO CONTRIBUTE

Here, we set up supportive e-shop, where you can buy, the same type of
underwear, we call it carrier of solidarity. This product has similar shape,
and colour, but just the material is little bit more unique. This underwear
piece is made out of sustainable sources so your impact on the environment will be less harmful.
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HOW TO CONTRIBUTE

Here, we set up supportive e-shop, where you can buy, the same type of
underwear, we call it carrier of solidarity. This product has similar shape,
and colour, but just the material is little bit more unique. This underwear
piece is made out of sustainable sources so your impact on the environment will be less harmful.

CONTACT

Renata Dráčková
renata@thingsofdignity
renatadrackova@gmail.com
(+420) 734 325 666
Prague, Czech Republic
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Proklik z hlavní stránky
Text jen vzorový: About product & order specifications
of Migration crisis and humanitarian material aid within the master project
with the title Design with the social impact at Academy of Arts, Architecture and Design in Prague, 2019.
Response to the consequences of massive consumer behaviour and its
indifference towards society and environment in the last half century.
Migration crisis and humanitarian material aid within the clothing industry.
Deadstock products and its destruciong rather than donation for charitable
or humanitarian purposes.
Break the indifference in the society towards solidarity result of long term
research of Migration crisis topic during master project in Fashion design
studio at Academy of Arts, Architercture and Design in Prague.
At the very beginning of this project was realisation of
Finding a ideal approach in fashion design in the reaction of system
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Migration crisis and humanitarian material aid within the clothing industry.
Deadstock products and its destruciong rather than donation for charitable
or humanitarian purposes.
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research of Migration crisis topic during master project in Fashion design
studio at Academy of Arts, Architercture and Design in Prague.
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Finding a ideal approach in fashion design in the reaction of system
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We are working on e-shop.
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Area
for giving necessary things
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Uvedené ceny jsou o 50 % nižší oproti běžné kalkulaci.
Z důvodu spolupráce na naziskovém projektu.
Uvedené ceny jsou v korunách bez dph.
Návrh v atelieru

Piktogramy (8)

2.000–3.000

Značka				
Úprava webu		

2.000–3000
1.000–2.000

Autorská práva*

50.000

*jen v případě získání transakcí
od podporovatelů nad 3.000.000

+ víkend úprava
písma, webu
a značky
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Verze: 4
Web koncept + programování: Jan Šindler
Brand design: Studio Antracit & Renata Dráčková

